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MH2002
Brushed heavy cotton, the ultimate style. 
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.

MH2006
Brushed heavy cotton with contrast stitching. 
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.

Let your imagination run free and create the perfect 
cap in just a few steps! Choose from 10 different fabrics, 
dozens of standard colours and start customising!   
 
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

FULLY CUSTOMIZED CAPS

Heavy
cotton

Heavy
cotton

150
MOQ

500
MOQ
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MH2001
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.  
Premium cotton twill for a fine texture and 
suitable for a detailed embroidery.

MH2005
Structured 6 panel, medium profile. 
Pre-curved visor with sandwich. 

Premium
cotton

Premium
cotton
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MH2313
Heavy cotton front with single-colour visor 
and sport mesh back (6 panel).

MH2312
Cotton front with multi-colour visor 
and sport mesh back (6 panel).

MH2202
6 panel high profile trucker hat. 
Polycotton front with mesh back.

MH2201
Classic trucker hat. 5 panel high profile, 
polyester front with mesh back.

Cotton Sport
Mesh

Cotton Sport
Mesh

MeshPolyester MeshPolycotton

Cotton
Sport Mesh

Polyester
Polyester Mesh

Polycotton
Polyester Mesh

Cotton
Sport Mesh
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MH2311
Ripstop (100% polyester) fabric for golf and other sport 
events. Structured 6 panel, medium profile cap.

MH2307
Structured 6 panel, medium profile. Jersey fabric is made of 
97% polyester and 7% spandex. This makes it light and flexible.

MH2309
Structured 6 panel, medium profile. Made of 100% 
polyester diamond-patterned jacquard fabric, ideal 
for casual wear or sport attire.

MH2308
Structured 6 panel, medium profile.  
Made of breathable sports mesh fabric.Jersey

fabric
Sport
Mesh

Ripstop
PolyesterPolyester

diamond jacquard

Cotton
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MH2206
Acrylic fabric. 6 panel high profile snapback 
hat designed for long term use.

MH2204
5 panel, high profile snapback hat. 
Polyester foam front with mesh back.

Acrylic

MeshPolyester 
foam

Polyester
Polyester Mesh05



MH2314
Stretch Fitted Cap with a closed back. Structured 6 panel, 
medium profile baseball cap in adult size (fits most).  
Pre-curved visor and an elastic sweatband.

MH2315
Stretch Fitted Cap. Structured 6 panel, medium profile 
baseball cap in adult size (fit most). Pre-curved visor 
with sandwich and elastic sweatband.

Premium
cotton

Premium
cotton

Stretchable
headband

Stretchable
headband
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MH2316
100% Polyester for all over printed designs. 
Structured 5 panel, medium profile baseball cap.

MH2317
100% Polyester for all over printed designs. 
Structured 6 panel, medium profile baseball cap.

Polyester

Polyester 
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MH2301
4 panel low profile performance cap with curved visor. 
Light weight microfiber with mesh designs on the sides.

MH2302
Polyster bucket hat. 4 Air eyelets on 
the sides for better air flow.

MH2304
Structured 6 panel, medium profile safety cap. 
Luminescent polyester fabric.

MH2303
Brushed heavy cotton sun visor. 

Polyester 
Heavy
cotton 

MeshMicrofiber Luminescent
Polyester
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
SCARFS

Keeps wearers warm in the cold and 
cool in the heat. With a full surface to
print your message, these multi-scarfs 
are the perfect functional gifts. 

All over printed. Delivery time from 2 weeks.

ML3003
Polyester (140gsm). Size 50x25cm. 
Add the optional antibacterial 
treatment (ISO 20743).

ML3103
100% RPET (140gsm). Size 50x25cm.

Optional paper 
wrapping

HEADBANDS

Full colour unisex headbands made of 
stretchy polyester. Size ca. 25cm x 11cm. 
The perfect choice for any sport where 
you need to hold your hair in place.

Delivery time from 2 weeks.

MH3001
Polyester (140gsm). Size ca. 25x11cm. 
Add the optional antibacterial 
treatment (ISO 20743).

MH3101
100% RPET (140gsm).  
Size ca. 25x11cm.

100

100

Polyester 100% 
RPET

MOQ

MOQ
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ML3006
Polyester (140gsm) + Fleece (180gsm). 
Add the optional antibacterial treatment 
(ISO 20743) to the polyester tube.

MH3002
Polyester silicone and elastic for a secure fit. 
Size ca. 26x1.5cm.

ML3203
UPF50+ Sun Protection. Size ca. 50x25cm.

ML3403
CoolMax®. Size ca. 50x25cm.

MH3301
CoolMax®. Size ca. 25x11cm.

MH3201
UPF50+ Sun Protection. 
Size ca. 25x11cm.

 UPF50+
Sun Protection

Fleece

Polyester
Lycra
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
SCARFS

Keeps wearers warm in the cold and 
cool in the heat. With a full surface to
print your message, these multi-scarfs 
are the perfect functional gifts. 

All over printed. Delivery time from 4 weeks.

ML3033
Polyester Multiscarf with nose clip for an improved fitting. 
Also available in recycled PET: ML3133.

ML3023
Polyester Multiscarf with inside pocket for a filter or disposable masck.
Also available in recycled PET: ML3123.

Optional paper 
wrapping

100
MOQ
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MF3102
Reusable face cover for adults 
made of cotton and recycled PET 
with adjustable earloops, packed in 
reusable bag. Tested before- and after 
50 wash cycles. Compliant with REACH 
and CWA 17553:2020.

Tested and Compliant with:  
CWA17553:2020; EN13274-7; ISO9237

Delivery time from 5 weeks.

NON-MEDICAL, 
WASHABLE AND 
REUSABLE FACE  
COVER

100
MOQ

MF3006
Reusable antibacterial facecover 
made of cotton and polyester for 
adults and kids. Tasted before- and 
after 25 wash cycles. Compliant 
with REACH and CWA 17553:2020.

MF3001
Reusable antibacterial facecover 
made of cotton and polyester for 
adults and kids. Tasted before- and 
after 10 wash cycles. Compliant 
with REACH and CWA 17553:2020.

MF3104
Reusable face cover for adults and 
kids made of cotton and recycled 
PET, packed in reusable zip bag. 
Tested before- and after 50 wash 
cycles. Compliant with REACH and 
CWA 17553:2020.

Above face covers fall in category 2 (EN13274-7, ≥ 70%, Filtration of aerosols). Please contact us regarding the latest regulations and recommendations regarding these products. 12



Multiseasonal cotton beanie. 
Great for wearing when the 
temperature begins to drop.  
 
Delivery time from 5 weeks.

FULLY CUSTOMISED 
COTTON BEANIES

Choose from 36+ Standard colours.

Reflective print is a great option 
for custom for custom beanies. 
It enhances the visibility of the 
wearer and your logo.

Reflective print
MW5001
Cotton beanie 190gsm, 95% cotton, 5% 
elastane. Available in 3 sizes.

MW5002
Cotton beanie with contrast stitches 190gsm,  
95% cotton, 5% elastane. Available in 3 sizes.

250
MOQ

2500
MOQ
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Full colour, all over printed, 
multiseasonal double layer 
polyester beanies.  

Delivery time from 5 weeks.

FULL COLOUR  
BEANIES

Fleece lining makes this beanie 
also suitable for colder weather.

Fleece
MW5003
Full colour double layer beanie 190gsm, 100% 
polyester 1 size fits most.

MW5004
Full colour beanie with fleece lining 190gsm, 
100% polyester 1 size fits most.

MW5004

Full Colour.

250
MOQ
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MW1009
Reflective beanie for better visibility at night. 
100% acrylic with fleece lining. 1 size fits most.

FULLY CUSTOMISED  
ACRYLIC BEANIES

Choose 1 or mix 2 pantone 
colours to create your perfect 
double layer beanie. 

Delivery time from 5 weeks.

With flash light Without flash light

250
MOQ
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MW1004
Double layer beanie with coloured stripes. 
100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most.

MW1001
Double layer beanie. 100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most. 
Also available in RPET: MW1101.

MW1002
Double layer cuff beanie. 100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most. 
Also available in RPET: MW1102.

MW1003
Double layer beanie with coloured trimming. 
100% Acrylic. 1 size fits most.
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